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Introduction:
My role as senior lecturer on the illustration course (and more recently Programme Leader) at  
Falmouth University has always been inextricably linked with my career as an illustrator. Both inform and  
support each other. The ability to remain relevant and conversant within the rapidly shifting sands 
of the design and illustration industries has become something that students now expect. For me 
this connection has been mutually beneficial and self sustaining. Not only does the student attain 
knowledge of their subject and valuable insights into current and established industry practice but I, 
as their tutor, am constantly reinvigorating and stretching my own knowledge of the subject. Through 
the process of teaching strategies, processes and methodologies I am reminded of the need to  
develop and employ them within my own work.

While compiling images for this book I was reminded of the challenges that face illustrators, from 
marketing their work, the development of ideas through to the hitting of the deadline. Having initially 
started using acrylic paint as my primary medium I have moved between 3D assemblage, relief  
printmaking, gouache and inevitably onto digital media. 

Having graduated in 1989 from Central Saint Martins I am one of a generation of illustrators who 
have witnessed at first hand the seismic shift in the industry that occurred when Apple introduced 
computers that freelance illustrators could actually afford. With the addition of Photoshop and  
Illustrator the circle was complete. 

For me, working with layers in Photoshop has allowed me to pursue ideas further than I had been 
able to previously. Understanding that colour, texture and composition are truly under my control has 
freed up more time to focus on visual problem solving. For me as an illustrator, the ‘end justifies the 
means’. However, always at the heart of my work has been the desire to replicate something of the 
craft of traditional processes such as reduction relief printmaking (both lino and wood cut). It’s really 
important that the digital process is not allowed to suck the life out of these beautiful processes.

The main focus of my freelance career has been editorial illustration. I have worked for most of the 
major UK daily newspapers while also working for other major editorial clients in the UK & the US 
such as New Scientist, The Lancet, International Herald Tribune etc. The fast turnaround and often 
conceptual nature of the editorial brief can often push the illustrator to their limits but the experience 
can be hugely satisfying. 

A significant aspect of my carrer as an freelance illustrator has been the need to embrace sound 
business practice. A good understanding of how to market oneself, nurture strong business con-
nections, be fully aware of important issues surrounding contracts, copyright law etc. all while while 
balancing the books. Having worked in a number of studio environments including the renowned 
‘Big Orange Studio’ I have gained significant experience of contributing ideas to a ‘collective’. 



Curriculum Vitae:
Personal Details:

Full name: Nigel Owen

Date of birth: 26th May 1967

Place of birth: Grimsby, North Lincolnshire, United Kingdom 

Full address: 6 Stratton Terrace, Truro, Cornwall, UK. TR13 EW

Home tel: 0044 1872 270 089

Mobile tel: 0044 7941 797 663

Email:  nowen@falmouth.ac.uk

Qualifications:

Secondary Education:

GCE O’Levels: Art  A  A’Levels: Art  A 
 
  English Lang. B    English Lit. D 
 
  English Lit. B    Geography D 
 
  Geography B 
 
  Mathematics B 
 
  Physics  B
 
  Chemistry C 

Further & Higher Education:

BA (Hons) Graphic Design (2.1): Central St Martins College of Art & Design, (1986-89)

Art & Design Foundation (Merit): Grimsby School of Art & Design (1985-1986)  



Current Employment:

Employer:  Falmouth University

Employer’s Address: Falmouth University, Woodlane, Falmouth, Cornwall TR11 4RH 

Position Held:  Programme leader: Illustration & acting course leader, BA Illustration

Date Appointed:  September 11th 2001

Web:   www.falmouthillustration.com

Email:   nowen@falmouth.ac.uk

Duties:   
Award Leader:
•  Line management of 4 full-time, 5 fractional and 4 part-time lecturers.
•  Responsibility for academic planning and direction of the award.
•  The development of the curriculum through the process of Module Modification.
•  The planning and delivery of assessment.
•  The co-ordination of study trips (London, Barcelona and New York)
•  The planning and execution of student interviews.
•  The organisation of external examiner’s visits.
•  The chairing of regular team meetings.
•  The chairing of Staff Student Liaison Group meetings (SSLG).
•  Development of course content in the form of lectures & workshops, 
•  Delivery of one to one studio based teaching, tutorials & group crits.
•  The maintenance of the course’s industrial links.
•  The planning & delivery of the award’s presence at both the New Designers  

 and D&AD New Blood graduate showcases in London.

Programme Leader:
•  The line management of the MA Illustration award leader (Steve Braund).
•  The completion of Personal Development Reviews (PDR) for the all fulltime  

 and fractional staff within the Programme.
•  Effectively manage a devolved budget within the programme of Illustration.
•  The connection of the BA and MA Illustration awards at Falmouth University.
•  The development / expansion of the subject of the Illustration ‘portfolio’
•  The marketing and promotion of the awards at both National and  

 International stages. (Recent trips to New York and China)
•  The delivery of lectures on both the BA & MA awards.
•  Participation in weekly Programme Leader meetings with the head of the  

 Department of Art (Virginia Button).
•  To liaise with the resident Professor of Illustration (Alan Male) with regards to   

 the research outputs of the Programme of Illustration.
•  To ensure that the University’s policies as outlined in the ‘Quality & Standards  

 Hand book’ are followed.
•  To sit on various University committees and Validation boards.
•  Room Bookings for both awards
•  The issuing and management of ‘Hourly Paid Lecturer’s Contracts



Previous Posts:

September 2002 - September 2011:
Employer: University College Falmouth (now Falmouth University)
Position Held: Senior Lecturer /1st yr. tutor. 
Responsibility: Responsble for the design & delivery of the year 1 curriculum.

September 1998 - June1999:
Employer: The London College of Printing (now the London College of Communication)
Position Held: Part-time lecturer in Graphic Design (foundation course).
Responsibility: Teaching, curriculum design and delivery.

July 1996 - June 1998
Employer: The National Portrait Gallery, London.
Position Held: Assistant Exhibition Designer.
Responsibility: Exhibition design / Information Graphics / Internal Signage / Promotional Graphics 

September 1995 - June1996:
Employer: University of Humberside (now University of Lincoln)
Position Held: Part-time lecturer on BA (Hons) Graphic Design.
Responsibility: Teaching, curriculum design and delivery. Specialism: Illustration.
 

 
September 1993 - June1996:
Employer: The City Literary Institute, London.
Position Held: Part-time lecturer in Graphic Design & Illustration (adult education).
Responsibility: Teaching, curriculum design and delivery. 
 

 
September 1993 - June1994:
Employer: Tower Hamlets College, London.
Position Held: Part-time lecturer in Graphic Design (foundation course).
Responsibility: Teaching, curriculum design and delivery.

July 1989 - Present:
Employer: Self employed.
Position Held: Freelance Illustrator 
Agent:  Centrall Illustration Agency (London) / Bernstein & Andriulli (New York) 



Sample of Editorial Clients:
 
The Lancet Medical Journal
The Guardian
The Weekend Telegraph 
New Scientist 
The Independent 
Traveller Magazine 
The Sunday Express 
The Saturday Express 
The Radio Times
Caterer & Hotelkeeper Magazine 
Forbes (U.S.)
American Express (U.S.)
International Herald Tribune (U.S)
Saveur (U.S.)
Wine Magazine 
You Magazine
Money Wise Magazine  
Cosmopolitan 
Ideal Homes 
Homes & Gardens 
Marie Claire 
Televisual 
Creative Review 
Design Week 
Elle (UK) 
 
Sample of Book Cover Illustration Clients: 
 
Penguin Books 
Transworld Publishing 
MacMillan Books 
Black Swan 
Jonathan Cape 
Vintage Books  

Sample of Advertising Clients: 
 
Crate & Barrel (U.S.)
Colombia University (U.S.)
United Airlines (U.S.)
John Lewis 
Waitrose
Asda
IKON Design 
WCRS / Sense 
The Royal Mail 
British Telecom



Exhibitions: 
 

2009 Group show, ‘The Brain Unraveled’, Slade Research Institute, London

2008 Group Illustration show, Falmouth Arts Centre

2006 CIA group show, London, New York

2005 CIA group show, London, New York

2004 AOI Images (bronze award – Book jacket illustration)

2003 ‘Celebrity’, CIA group show, London, New York

2002 AOI Images (silver award – editorial illustration)

2001 ‘Alphabet’, CIA group show, London

1999 Two man show, Dragon International, London 

1997 Four Artists group show, London

1997 Boxing Clever group show, London 

1996 Martin X group show, London.

1995 Martin X group show, London.

1994 Positive Designworks group show, London.

1993 Positive Designworks group show, London.

1992 Tram Depot Open Studios show, London.

1991 Tram Depot Open Studios show, London.

1988 Le Cafe Du Jardin, group show.

1988 Open to Print, touring exhibition.

Work featured in: 
 

2009  Faber & Faber: 80 Years of Book Cover Design (Joseph Connolly, Faber & Faber)

2007  Illustration: A Theoretical & Contextual Perspective  (Alan Male, AVA,)

2010  How To Build A Portfolio & Get Hired (Fig Taylor, Laurence King)

2001  Profile in Graphics International (Issue 86 Sept.)



Academic Subject Specialisms:
• Conceptual Thinking / Visual Problem Solving

• Professional Practice for Illustrators

• Editorial Illustration

• Book Cover Illustration

• Map Illustration

• Hand Rendered Type

• Advertising Theory

• Book Binding / Book Arts

• Colour Theory (Josef Albers)

• Relief Printmaking (Lino & Woodcut)

• The crossover of digital and traditional / autographic styles of image making

• Sequential Imagery: Pace & flow within narrative illustration

Other relevant Information:
• In May 2012 I was part of a team of academics who went on a 7 day fact finding visit to art &   

design institutions in eastern China with a view to building partnership agreements.

• I am currently the external examiner for the newly validated BA Illustration degree at  

Leeds College of Art (UK).

• I am currently represented as an illustrator in New York by Bernstein & Andriulli and in London   

by the Central Illustration Agency.

• In 2004 I won Bronze for Book Cover Illustration in the AOI Images Awards (UK).

• In 2002 I won Silver for Editorial Illustration in the AOI Images Awards (UK).

• In 2002 I was asked to judge both the AOI Images Awards (UK) and Visuelt (Norway).

• I was also profiled in Graphics International (Issue 86 Sept. 2001).

• I was a member of the Big Orange Illustration Collective between 1999 – 2001.



Research Interests
Current:
• Documenting visual problem solving strategies that are used within the field of Illustration  

with particular reference to how these are used by students.  

This is a joint research project with Sue Clarke. Potential outputs include: published research 

paper, exhibition, archive of projects, book proposal

Potential:
• An exploration the use of maps within culture.  

This theme stems from my interest in map making as a result of the numerous comissions 

that I have undertaken in the area in recent years. Potential outputs include: published re-

search paper, exhibition, possible conference 

• Alternative approaches to the delivery of narrative.  

This theme is specifically practice based and will revolve around the development of  

multiple characters and the subsequent mapping of their personalities and histories across  

an imagined community. Potential outputs include: an exhibition, research paper, website



The Telegraph 2010 (UK)
Follow on llustration two weeks after the above article about  the breakdown of a relationship due to the reversal of gender roles within the home

Editorial Illustration 
 
Illustration for magazines, newspapers, periodials and journals has been an important part of my professional,  
freelance career and has been where I have developed my interest in conceptual thinking strategies. The challenges  
of getting completed artwork to an art director on time coupled with the need to solve problems visually are an  
enriching experience for me. 

New Scientist 2008 (UK) 
Illustration to accompany  article that  discussed the eveolving  

nomenclature used within neuroscience



Top Left:  Penguin Books 2003 (Awarded bronze in Images 2004)            Top Right:   Faber & Faber   2006 
Bottom Left: Hodder Headline 2004 (UK)     Below:  Transworld 2010 (UK)

Book Cover Illustration 
 
Book cover illustration has played a major role in my career (my first ever job being a cover for Penguin). I have always 
enjoyed the slightly more open ended nature of this type of work aswell as the ability to develop my approach to type. 
 



United Airlines Poster  2005 (US)
Poster for United Airlines poster campaign,  

promoting travel destinations in airports (Fallon Worldwide)

Illustration for Advertising 
 
My interest in this area of visual communication has not been in merely ‘colouring in’ a concept developed by an  
advertising creative team but rather in being involved in the ideas process from the beginning. 
 

United Airlines Poster  2006 (US)
Press ad pitch for United Airlines campaign, (Fallon Worldwide)



Pizza Hut, Shanghai 2011 (China)   Test image for Pizza Hut menu 

Unearthed 2010 (UK)
Illustrations for dried meat products based on  

the national identities of both South Africa and Spain

Asda 2002 (UK)
Wine labelsfor Austarlian wine 

Packaging 
 
Packaging illustration is related to advertising in that it offers that final opportunity for a product to be brought to the  
attention of an audience or potential market. The strong co-ordinated use of colour and my approach to hand rendered 
typography has meant that I have been regularly commissioned in this field throughout my career in both the UK and the US.
Clients range from Waitrose and Asda in the UK to Crate & Barrel in the US. 



Hand Rendered Typography 
 
Having studied Graphic Design I have always had an interest in typography. My approach to hand rendered text has tended 
to focus on scrpit like style that originate from my own hand writing. The intention is that it retains the effortless fluidity of 
scripts while taking on board some of the principles of mor conventional ‘fonts’.. My typography is most commonly used on 
book covers, packaging and maps. 

Type treatment for ‘Bravissimo’ Lingerie company (UK) 2009

Type treatment for envronmental company 2007

Type treatment for Pan Macmillan (UK) 2002

Unpublished personal work 2001



Map Illustration 
 
Map illustration has been a staple of my career for the last ten years. While not overtly conceptual in nature the challenge to 
deliver information in a factually correct and yet aesthetically interesting way has always interested me. I have produced ver-
sions of cities such as Paris, Naples, London and Philadelphia through to countries such as Italy, Scotland, Cambodia and 
Spain, continents and of course maps of the globe all in many different contexts.
 

Budget Travel Magazine 2002 (US)   Map illustration for article about travelling around Andalucia in southern Spain

The International Herald Tribune 2009 (France)   Illustration for use on the title page of a guide to European Opera Festivals



The Lancet Covers 
 
Between 2008-2010 I was commissioned to produce 24 covers for The Lancet. The Lancet is an important vehicle for  
scientists in the field of medecine to publish cutting edge research. The audience is fairly specific, notably the scientific 
research community and I was acutely aware that my illustrations would be scrutinised by people who really knew their 
subject in a way that I had never experienced before. The covers went on to be exhibited in an exhibition caled  
‘The Brain Unravelled’ held at the Slade Reasearch Centre in London.
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